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This study investigated metacognitive prereading strategies content area
teachers might utilize for process emphasis reading comprehension. The literature
review showed the shift in reading comprehension instruction from a word based
emphasis to an interactive process emphasis, described content area reading
instruction and metacognition. A selection of metacognitive prereading activities
was included for use by teachers in content area classrooms. Implications of using
the activities were discussed.
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Chapter I
Background of the Study
In the last decade, there have been significant changes in the way reading
teachers have viewed the teaching of reading comprehension. Emphasis has
swung from one of product emphasis (what the student remembers from reading)
to one of process emphasis (the way in which students learn information). Many
current instructional practices reflect this change in emphasis, stressing a process
orientation rather than separate subskills of comprehension (Robinson, Faraone,
Hittleman, & Unruh, 1990). One essential strategy of comprehension instruction
is called metacognition. Metacognition is considered to be an awareness,
monitoring, and regulating of one's thought processes (Haller, Child, & Walberg,
1988). In reading, metacognition usually refers to an awareness and knowledge of
those thought processes, or strategies, one uses to derive meaning from written
text and one's ability to monitor and regulate those processes (Haller et al., 1988).
It is one instructional approach currently being used to enhance students' reading
comprehension.
Statement of the Problem
Often, content area teachers have extensive educational background in a
subject area, but have a more limited background in how to teach students to
better comprehend the textbook reading that is required in their classrooms (Vacca
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& Vacca, 1989). They may be even more limited in their awareness of the
instruction needed to help students learn to read and understand materials
successfully. Yet, Vacca and Vacca (1989) suggest that content area teachers are
in a better position to teach reading comprehension than reading specialists. In
content area classrooms, reading skills and strategies should not be taught in
isolation from the material being covered, but rather with it.
Most content area classes require textbook reading, yet the majority of
reading activities required include only reviewing and assessing student knowledge
of content previously read (Bullock, Laine, & Slinger, 1990). These researchers
conclude that the minimal time spent on reading instructional activities such as
preteaching vocabulary, previewing the selection, setting a purpose for reading,
and providing instruction in strategies for reading the content was not sufficient to
give students help with textbook reading.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to compile a selection of prereading
metacognitive activities which would enhance reading comprehension in content
materials. These activities with sample lessons were designed to be models for
teachers to adapt to the particular reading materials used in their classrooms.
Activities were selected for their appropriate use with students at or above the
seventh grade level.
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Limitations of the Project
The limitations of the project were as follows:
1.

No assessment was conducted to determine the effectiveness of the

activities.
2.

Sample lessons provided, would need to be adapted to the particular

reading materials used in different classrooms.
3. All activities were selected on the basis of the literature review as to
their appropriateness and effectiveness.
Significance of the Project
It is intended that the project serve as a resource to content area teachers
who want to further incorporate the instruction of prereading strategies into their
classrooms. The survey of the literature provides content area teachers with an
overview of current research on prereading and metacognition to help teachers
better understand the theoretical basis of the activities. Because instruction in
metacognitive strategies is a relatively new area of reading research, an overview
of this topic and activities which reflect it will be especially beneficial to teachers
with limited backgrounds in reading instruction or those not familiar with current
reading research.
Activities were selected on the basis of their flexibility and adaptability for
use with most content area reading materials. The sample lessons provided with
the activities were included to clarify the instructional process to be used in order
to give instructional support and guidance for teachers who do not necessarily
specialize in reading instruction.
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Definition of Terms
Terms used in the project are defined as follows:
Metaco~nition: The awareness, monitoring, and regulating of one's cognitive
processes (Haller, Child, & Walberg, 1988).
Prereadin~ strate~ies: Strategies used before reading which motivate readers to
want to read the text, help readers to set purposes for reading, activate and build
upon readers' background knowledge and relate this knowledge to concepts which
readers will encounter in the text (Weaver, 1988).
Direct teacher explanation: Instruction in which not only describes skills and
strategies, but also includes information on how, when, where, and why the
strategy or skill is to be used (Hahn, 1988).

Chapter II
Review of the Literature
The purpose of this project was to compile a selection of prereading
metacognitive activities which would enhance reading comprehension. Literature
reviewed presented the changing views of the reading process and instruction over
the past years, content area reading instruction, metacognition, metacognitive
strategy instruction, prereading, and prereading activities.
Changing Views of Reading Process and Instruction
Crowell (1989) parallels current changes in scientist's view of the universe
with current changes in educator's views of teaching and education. In the past,
scientists have looked at the universe through a Cartesian-Newtonian lens, seeing
it as comprised of small pieces arranged in an orderly, linear sequence and
operating with mechanical prediction. He asserts that this earlier perspective is
changing to reflect a more integrative point of view that looks holistically at the
collective, cooperative, and organizational aspects of the universe.
This transition in view point is also reflected in changes in perceptions of
reading and reading instruction (Weaver, 1985). How one views the reading
process is a key factor in the instructional goals and methods one uses to teach
reading. As Weaver (1988) states, "Children's success at reading reflects their
reading strategies; their reading strategies typically reflect their implicit definitions
of reading; children's definitions of reading often reflect the instructional
approach; and the instructional approach reflects a definition of reading whether
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implicit or explicit" (p. 2). Therefore, an important part of understanding
metacognition is to understand the underlying view of reading upon which it is
based.
There is a consensus among educators that reading is the process of
deriving meaning from text (Milligan, 1990). But it is in defining the process of
how that meaning is derived where differences in view point occur. Milligan
asserts that there currently is a debate between two general views of reading
which has been complicated by the variety of terms ascribed to these views.
While these views may be termed differently in different sources, they will
consistently be referred to as word based (Weaver, 1988) and interactive (Ruddell
& Speaker, 1985) in this text.

In the word based view of reading, meaning begins with letter
identification to get the meaning of words, combining words to get the meaning of
sentences, using the meanings of sentences to get the meanings of paragraphs, and
so forth. It involves the combining of small parts of the text to create the overall
meaning. The reader's role is one of passively receiving the meaning from the
text. Traditional instructional approaches such as phonics, sight words, and those
which emphasize the teaching of isolated, progressive skills are influenced by this
view (Weaver, 1988).
Emphasizing reading as a holistic and active process, reading instruction in
metacognition is based upon an interactive view of reading (Ruddell & Speaker,
1985). Meaning does not solely reside in the text but is derived through the
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interaction between reader and text. The reader is an active constructor rather
than a passive receptor of meaning. The text is understood by the connection of
new knowledge to knowledge the readers already possess. There is an emphasis
on strategies and process.
Content Area Readin~ Instruction
"The real value of reading lies in its use. In content area classrooms, a
potentially powerful use of reading is to pursue and acquire knowledge through
the study of texts. Reading to learn--this is what content area reading is all about"
(Vacca & Vacca, 1989, p. 3). Thus, content area reading instruction is that which
aims to enhance students' abilities in learning content area knowledge through
reading.
Irwin and Connors (1989) concluded that reading practice appears to lag
behind current reading theory. In a survey of middle school principals and reading
specialists, respondents described reading instruction in the context of four
traditional reading programs: developmental, remedial, reading lab, and content
area reading. Most respondents indicated the use of skills based instruction and
basals as main components of current reading programs, which reflected a word
based view of reading and reading instruction. Only 6 of 155 respondents
indicated teaching learning strategies which would be applied in content area
reading instruction.
Contradictory to instructional practices, this same survey also indicated that
a majority of respondents felt that content area reading instruction should be
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stressed above developmental, remedial, and reading lab instruction. Yet, only
14% of the respondents indicated that content area reading was an important part
of their reading programs (Irwin & Connors, 1989).
In a survey of middle and secondary school reading programs by Gee,
Olson, and Forester (1989), 84% of the teachers responded affirmatively to the
question, "Do you believe a content reading program would significantly improve
teaching and learning in your school?" Although the concept of content area
reading was perceived as important, practices did not reflect this. Sixty-three
percent of the teachers who responded to this survey indicated that their schools
have not considered implementing a content area reading program.
Content area teachers may not be familiar with approaches such as
instruction in metacognition which reflect current practices that emphasize process
instead of skills. A content area teacher's reading background can be quite
limited. As of 1983, a reading instruction course was not required for state
secondary teacher certification in eleven states (Farrell & Cirrincione, 1984).
Having a limited background in reading instruction, content area teachers may " .
. . feel alienation from the techniques of teaching reading and even negative
attitudes toward reading itself (Witte & Otto, 1981).
There is evidence, though, that the enhancement of knowledge and
understanding of reading theory and instructional techniques can help to improve a
content area teacher's attitudes about reading instruction (O'Rourke, 1980). In the
educational setting, readily available resources that teachers can use for guidance
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in teaching reading comprehension are the textbooks themselves and the reading
specialist. Content area textbooks tend to regard comprehension as the acquisition
of a set of separate skills offering content area teachers little insight to current
interactive, process based instruction (Sternberg & Martin, 1988).
Readence, Baldwin, and Dishner (1980) advocate that reading specialists
trained in a process approach assume a broad role within the school. They
suggest a role in which reading specialists not only help students to learn to read
but also serve as resource persons to content area teachers to help all students
more effectively read to learn. This collaborative effort between reading
specialists and content area teachers to enhance student learning is not evident in
many current reading programs (Irwin & Connors, 1989).
Metacognition
"The mental processes of good readers must be understood in order to make
assumptions concerning the nature of reading" (Brown & Briggs, 1989, p. 30 ).
Metacognition can literally be defined a meta, meaning "awareness of knowledge
of' and cognition, meaning "thought processes". In the area of reading
comprehension, metacognition is generally referred to as knowledge and control of
those thought processes used to construct meaning from the text including
knowledge of oneself as a reader, the demands of the reading task, and the
strategies one can utilize in the reading process (Garner, 1987).
Paris, Cross, and Lipson (1984) discuss two basic aspects of
metacognition: knowledge about cognition and self-directed thinking. Knowledge
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about cognition includes declarative, procedural, and conditional knowledge.
Declarative knowledge includes understanding of the self as a reader, the reading
task, and the strategies that can be used in reading. Procedural knowledge is
knowing how to perform various strategies. Conditional knowledge is
understanding when and why various strategies should be used.
Self-directed thinking or an independent use of strategies is the goal of
metacognitive instruction. It involves the reader's evaluation, planning, and
regulation of the reading process. Reader's evaluate self, task, and strategy
variables in order to plan the most effective means to derive meaning from text.
The effectiveness of the plan is evaluated and adjusted if necessary (Paris, Cross,

& Lipson, 1984).
Effective and ineffective readers vary in their knowledge of self, task, and
strategy variables used in reading. A basic concept to understanding the reading
task is an awareness that the purpose of reading is to construct meaning. Adult as
well as younger poor readers tend to view reading as decoding process rather than
a meaning oriented one (Paris & Meyers, 1981; Gambrell & Heathington, 1981).
If readers are unaware of the goals of reading, they cannot be expected to use
effective strategies for comprehension (Brown, 1980).
Differences have been shown in the types and frequency of use of
strategies that effective and ineffective readers use (Paris & Meyers, 1981;
Gambrell & Heathington, 1981). In a study of fourth graders, Paris and Meyers
determined that skilled readers used effective comprehension strategies more often
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than less-skilled readers and that the less-skilled readers were less aware of the
detrimental effect of using negative strategies.
Although older children have more knowledge of effective reading
strategies than younger children (Myers & Paris, 1978), this knowledge base does
not spontaneously increase for all children as they mature. Adult poor readers
tend to be quite similar to younger readers in their limited knowledge of strategies
(Gambrell & Heathington, 1981; Fagan, 1988).
Evidence that metacognitive instruction can be effective in enhancing
reading comprehension has been found. In examining the results of metacognitive
instruction from twenty different studies, Haller, Child, and Walberg (1988)
concluded that the effects of metacognitive instruction were substantial. More
specifically, prereading metacognitive instruction in previewing strategies, setting
purposes for reading, activating background knowledge, and self-questioning was
effective in improving comprehension (Paris, Cross, & Lipson, 1984; Tregaskes,
1989).
In addition to enhancing reading comprehension, metacognitive instruction
can help students to deal more effectively with our fast paced technological
society. Technological advancements have caused the workplace to change at an
increasingly rapid pace. Faced with such rapid changes, workers can no longer
simply be given specific information because information may soon be outdated
and replaced by advances in technology. The current and future workforce
requires workers who are flexible and have the ability to learn and adapt to the
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technological advancements. Vacca and Vacca (1989) state that " ...
independent learning requires knowledge of and awareness of cognitive processes.
The psychological term for such knowledge is metacognition (p. 23)".
Metaco&nitive Strategy Instruction
In order to enhance knowledge of cognition, direct teacher instruction of
how, when, and why strategies are used is suggested for strategy instruction
(Prager & Hahn, 1988; Herrmann, 1988; Fagan, 1988).

The use of direct

teacher explanation can help students better understand the reading process (Paris,
Cross, & Lipson 1984, Duffy et al, 1987).
Direct teacher explanation requires teachers to prepare a script in which
they model their thought processes as a method to explain how, when, and why
strategies should be used. Modeling the thought processes involved in strategy
use does not lend itself to directions in a teacher's manual. Thought processes are
idiosyncratic to the individual and instruction which includes the modeling of
thought processes will, by nature, require more preparation time and effort by the
teacher.
In metacognitive strategy instruction an emphasis is on the student as an
active participant of the learning process. Instruction which promotes
student-to-student and teacher-to-student interaction is critical if one is to have
active student participation. The use of interactive discussions of reading
strategies is recommended to increase strategy awareness and use (Paris, Cross, &
Lipson, 1984; Maria, 1989).
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The goal of such instruction is independent use of these strategies by the
students. Hahn (1988) and Pearson (1985) recommend instruction which
gradually proceeds from teacher-controlled to student-controlled in order for
students to acquire the ability to independently use strategies. They suggest a
gradual release of responsibility from teacher to student. For example, in initial
strategy instruction, the teacher explains, models, and answers questions regarding
the strategy. The students then have guided practice using the strategy with the
teacher gradually withdrawing assistance as students become more effective in the
strategy use. Students then practice independently and gain true ownership of the
strategy, using it independently.
Instruction in this manner requires a different role of the teacher (Pearson,
1985). Traditionally, the teacher functions as a manager who arranges materials,
activities, and the environment to facilitate learning. Yet, the responsibility for
that learning is left up to the students as they interact with the materials. Pearson
(1985) proposes a new model, " ... a model in which the teacher provides a
more central and active role in providing instruction, a model in which practice is
augmented by teacher modeling, guided practice and substantive feedback, a
model in which the teacher and child move along the continuum of task
responsibility ... " (p. 736).
Prereadin2
As part of the prereading process, strategic readers preview, activate and
build upon background knowledge, and set purposes for reading (Flood & Lapp,
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1990). In previewing the text by looking at the title, headings, and illustrations,
effective readers activate background knowledge, make predictions of the content,
and generate questions about what they know about the text. As they preview,
effective readers also generate questions which they hope to learn from the text.
In these unanswered questions, the students set their purpose for reading.
Prereading activities, by virtue of their occurring before reading, can help content
area teachers to emphasize that reading comprehension is a meaning based process
rather than a collection of skills to be completed after the text is read.
A central concept of prereading instruction is schema theory. Anderson
(1985) defines schema as one's "organized knowledge of the world." As
individuals interact with the environment, or as readers interact with the text, new
knowledge is conceptually linked with the knowledge the individual possessed
beforehand. The prior knowledge schema of an individual is built upon and
modified with the assimilation of the new knowledge. Students are less likely to
assimilate new information if they possess little or no background knowledge that
relates to the concept (Moore, Readence, & Rickelman, 1982).
In prereading, schema is often referred to as background or prior
knowledge. The knowledge that readers bring to a text influences the meaning
that they construct from it (Feeley & Wepner, 1985). Langer (Langer &
Nicolich, 1981) developed an assessment tool to determine the extent of a
student's background knowledge about a topic. The assessment consisted of
selecting three major content words from a passage and having students write
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down what knowledge or information comes to their minds as they think about the
major content words. The student's knowledge was then classified into three
levels of organization: highly organized knowledge, partially organized
knowledge, and diffusely organized knowledge. The results of the study indicated
a strong relationship between a student's background knowledge of a passage and
the student's ability to recall information from that passage. Students with highly
organized background knowledge about a topic were able to recall more
information from the reading passages than those with a low level of background
knowledge, independent of a student's IQ or reading ability. This same
assessment tool also indicated that background knowledge is highly related to
passage comprehension (Langer, 1984).
Bullock, Laine, and Slinger (1990) observed reading instruction in twelve
secondary English and social studies classes. Although the results indicated that
nearly thirty-six minutes of instruction were in content reading activities, only
eight minutes of instruction were devoted to instruction such as preteaching
vocabulary, previewing the assignment, setting a purpose for reading, and
providing strategies for reading the content and visuals that were in the text. They
concluded that the small amount of time spent in activities such as those
mentioned above was not sufficient to give students help with textbook reading.
Prereadin2 Activities
Comprehension instruction using the Prereading Plan and K-W-L activities
has been recommended to enhance reading comprehension of at-risk students
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(Flood & Lapp, 1990; Irwin, 1991). The Prereading Plan, PReP, was developed
by Langer (1981). A study to determine the effects of the prereading activity,
PReP, on text-specific background knowledge and comprehension was conducted
by Langer (1984). The results of the study indicated that the PReP activity is
effective in raising text-specific background knowledge and comprehension.
K-W-L (Know-Want-Learn) was developed by Ogle (1986). An informal
evaluation of the activity by teachers who used it in the classroom was conducted
by Ogle (1986). Results of this informal evaluation suggested that the activity can
enhance student recall of material and ability to elicit background knowledge
before reading. Maria (1989) suggests using the K-W-L activity with content area
material to develop background knowledge of disadvantaged students.
The ReQuest procedure, a prereading activity, was developed by Manzo
(1969). Manzo (1969) describes a study in which the ReQuest procedure was
used with remedial students. The results indicate that the ReQuest procedure is
effective in improving reading comprehension and student questioning behaviors.
The ReQuest procedure is also recommended in several reading methods textbooks
as an instructional technique for use with content area materials (Ekwell &
Shanker, 1988; Estes & Vaughan, 1985; Irwin, 1990; Moore, Readence, &
Rickelman, 1989; Vacca & Vacca, 1989; and Weaver, 1988).
The use of semantic mapping as a prereading activity has been
recommended by Johnson, Pittleman, & Heimlich (1986) to help students activate
and build upon prior knowledge. Alvermann and Swafford (1989) analyzed six
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studies regarding semantic mapping. The results of the analysis indicated that
using semantic mapping as a content area instructional strategy is effective. Only
one of the six studies reported negative results. In the effective studies, students
ranged from 7th to 9th grade level and from high to low in reading ability.
The SQ3R (Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Review) technique was
developed by Robinson (1962) as a study technique. It is included in this project
because it involves students in using prereading strategies. It is recommended by
Weaver (1988) as an activity to enhance student abilities to activate background
knowledge, generate questions, and make predictions of content area text. In
addition, the SQ3R technique is often recommended in reading methods textbooks
(Singer & Donlan, 1989; Tierney, Readence, & Dishner, 1980).

Ekwell and

Shanker (1988) consider SQ3R, "One of the most effective aids to comprehension
ever developed" (p. 229).
Activities which promote active comprehension are described by Singer
(1978). Singer (1978) defines active comprehension as a " ... continuous
process of formulating and searching for answers to questions before, during, and
after reading" (p. 904). Two activities that promote active comprehension are
asking questions which elicit questions and the group competition questioning
activity. Singer (1978) describes the results of an unpublished study in which
students were taught using active comprehension instructional techniques.
Students taught using these instructional techniques performed better on tests of
reading comprehension than students who had been provided with teacher posed
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questions. Use of active comprehension instructional techniques is also
recommended by Moore, Readence, and Rickelman (1989), Weaver (1988), and
Balajthy (1984).
Content Directed Reading-Thinking Activity (Content DR-TA) as described
by Haggard (1985) is an adaption of the Directed Reading-Thinking Activity
developed by Stauffer (1969). The Content DR-TA, like DR-TA involves
students in making predictions of the text and confirming, refining, or extending
those predictions. Content DR-TA also involves students in using the reading
strategy of activating background knowledge. DR-TA and variations of it are
recommended in several reading methods textbooks (Standal & Betza, 1990;
Tierney, Readence, & Dishner, 1980; Vacca & Vacca, 1989).
The Think Sheet activity developed by Clewell and Haidemos (1983) also
involves students in making and confirming predictions of the text. The use of the
Think Sheet activity is recommended by Crawley and Mountain (1988).
Summary of the Literature Review
There are significant changes in the way that reading teachers view the
teaching of reading comprehension. Emphasis is on the reading process rather
than on the products of reading. Yet, current content area reading instructional
practices, textbooks, and the roles that reading specialists take in content area
reading instruction are very limited in their reflection of process based views of
comprehension instruction.
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Reading comprehension instruction in metacognition emphasizes a process
based view of reading comprehension. It emphasizes instruction which enhances
student knowledge of self, task, and strategy variables in reading and students'
abilities to evaluate, plan, and regulate the reading process. Such instruction can
be effective in enhancing reading comprehension.
Instruction should provide for a gradual release of responsibility from
teachers to students through direct teacher explanation and modeling, guided
student practice, and substantive teacher feedback in order to enhance strategy
awareness and use. Instruction which promotes student-to-teacher and
student-to-student interaction is also recommended.
Schema theory highlights the importance of background knowledge in
reading comprehension. Prereading strategy instruction which activates and builds
upon prior knowledge can enhance reading comprehension. Previewing,
predicting, and self-questioning are also recommended prereading strategies for
instruction.
The literature review indicates that the activities selected for this project
have been demonstrated to be effective through research or have been
recommended by experts in the field of reading.

Chapter III
Description of Procedures
The purpose of this project was to compile a selection of metacognitive
prereading activities to enhance reading comprehension. In order to locate
activities and to develop selection criteria for them, a review of related literature
on metacognition and prereading was conducted. In addition, a review of related
literature on content area reading instruction was conducted because the activities
were aimed for use in reading to learn or content area reading instruction.
From the review of literature, criteria were developed for the selection of
activities. These criteria included:
1. Activities which emphasize prereading strategies.
2. Activities which could easily be learned by students.
3. Activities which were shown to be effective in the research.
4. Activities recommended by experts in the field of reading.

5. Activities which were flexible and adaptable to a variety of reading
materials in the content areas.
6. Activities appropriate for use at the seventh grade level or above.
7. Activities which promote student-to-teacher and student-to-student
interaction.
Activities which emphasize prereading strategies of activating and building
upon background knowledge, previewing, predicting, and self-questioning were
chosen. Although the emphasis was on prereading aspects of the reading process,
many activities include during reading and post-reading strategies as well.
20
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Prereading activities that did not aim to enhance student metacognitive knowledge
of self, task, or strategy variables were not included. For example, advanced
organizers are often used in prereading to enhance comprehension of content area
texts but do not aim to enhance student knowledge of self, task, or strategy
variables. Such activities were not included in the project.
Many of the activities involve students using prereading strategies, but are
not strategies in themselves. For this reason and also to enhance students'
declarative, procedural, and conditional knowledge regarding strategies, the
instruction technique of direct teacher explanation is recommended. This involves
teachers explaining what the strategies are, and how, when, where, and why they
are used. Activities which promote teacher-to-student and student-to-student
interaction were included to further enhance strategy use and awareness.
Direct teacher explanation can occur as an additional step in the activity or
within the activity itself as teachers model and explain strategies. The activities in
this project provide for direct teacher explanation of what strategies students will
be using in the activity, and when, why, and where the strategies are used in
reading as an additional, introductory step to the activity. During the activity
itself, the teacher models how the strategies are applied by thinking aloud the
process of using the strategies.
Available research on the prereading activities presented in this project was
included in the review of literature. As much as possible, activities were selected
which have been found to be effective in enhancing reading comprehension.
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Research data was not available for all activities. For these activities
recommendations of experts in the field of reading were considered.
After selecting activities, activities were conducted with the researcher's
class of adult basic education students. These students ranged in age from 16 to
60 and had reading levels between 7th and 12th grade. It was through this pilot
use of the activities that the researcher clarified the procedural aspects of the
activities and noted student responses and interest in them. It was from the
researcher's application of the activity in the classroom that the sample lessons
were developed.
Each activity in the project contains a description of the activity and a
sample lesson in which the activity was used. The description of the activity
provides a brief summary of the activity, notes the particular reading strategies
targeted, and instructional procedures to be used.
Following description of the activity, a sample lesson of the activity is
provided in order to demonstrate how the activity can be applied to a specific
reading material. Each sample activity begins with an objective which reflects the
targeted prereading strategies.

Direct teacher explanation of what strategies

students will be using in the activity, and when, why, and where the strategies are
used in reading is included as an additional, introductory step to each activity. A
description of the procedures used in the sample lesson, as well as actual teacher
and student responses made during the researcher's pilot application of the
activity, are then presented.

Prereading Plan
Description of the Activity: Prereadin& Plan

The Prereading Plan (PReP) developed by Langer (1981) is designed to be
used as an assessment and instructional activity regarding students' background
knowledge. It provides an opportunity for students to activate and build
background knowledge about a topic. The combined knowledge of the group is
used to enhance individual background knowledge. Through group discussion, the
students also reflect upon the thought processes which led to the activated
background knowledge as well as those thought processes used in building upon
and refining that background knowledge. Not only are students called upon to
examine their own knowledge and thought processes, but they are able to observe
the knowledge and thought processes of others in the group as well.
The activity should be conducted with small groups of ten or fewer
students. To prepare for the activity, first select key words, phrases, or pictures
which represent important concepts from the passage. There are three steps in
utilizing PReP (Langer, 1981):
1. Initial associations. Students are asked to tell what comes to their
minds when they think of key words, pictures, or phrases.
2. Reflections on initial associations. Students are asked to tell what
made them think of their initial associations.
3. Reformulation of knowled~e. After the discussion in steps one and
two, students are asked if they have any new ideas about the topic or if they
would like to revise any previous ideas.
Students then read the text for which the PReP was prepared.
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Sample Lesson: Prereadin& Plan

Objective: Students will demonstrate the prereading strategy of activating
background knowledge.
Provide a direct teacher explanation of the reading strategy of activating
background knowledge. Explain when, where, and why this strategy is used.
Read through the selection to be read and determine the key concept. For this
reading selection the key concept is genns. Provide a direct teacher explanation
of the reading strategy of activating background knowledge. Explain when,
where, and why this strategy is used. Write the key concept on the board. Model
step one, initial associations. Ask students to tell anything that comes to their
mind when they hear the word germs. List the responses on the board and note
student initials next to the responses. (Noting student initials serves as a reminder
as to which student made which response.) There should not a lot of discussion
during this phase.
In step two, reflections on initial associations, ask individual students to
explain what made them think of their particular response. There should be
considerable student-to-student and teacher-to-student interaction during this phase.
During the discussion, questions and comments to help students clarify and
examine their prior knowledge should be discussed. For example, if a student
says that germs are dirty, ask if the student thinks that germs can exist in clean
places as well, and stimulate a discussion of the difference between clean and
sanitary. One student's reflection often stimulates another student to bring up
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similar experiences or knowledge. Questions and conflicts regarding information
on the topic may also arise during the discussion. For example, a student's
comment that germs are bugs may stimulate a discussion of whether this is true or
not. Use these questions as motivation for getting students to read the selection or
for clarification of responses at the time questions and answers are discussed.
After initial associations are identified and reflections on the thought
processes used to make those associations are discussed, ask students if they have
any new ideas about germs or if they would like to revise any of their previous
ideas. This is step three, reformulation of knowledge. Unlike the first two steps,
not all students will have comments during this phase and not all comments during
this stage will be reformulations of initial associations.
Below is an example of a student's initial association, reflection on that
association, and reformulation of that knowledge.
Initial association: Dirty/dust
Reflection: Germs are dirty. You 're always told to keep things clean to get rid
of germs. Commercials for cleaners always tell you that you can get rid of germs
by using their cleaners.
Reformulation of knowledge: Dirt attracts germs but germs can also exist in
places that look clean. Just because something is clean doesn't mean that it does
not have germs.
Following these three prereading steps, students read the material
completely through. Step three can then be repeated as a postreading activity.

Know-Want-Learn
Description of the Activity: Know-Want-Learn
K-W-L (Know-Want-Learn), an activity developed by Ogle (1986), is
designed to enhance the use of prereading, during reading, and postreading
strategies. Three steps make up K-W-L: recalling what is known, determining
what students want to learn, and identifying what is learned.
The first step is to activate background knowledge. In this step, students
brainstorm and discuss what they know about the topic. They then categorize the
information they have generated and anticipate categories they may encounter in
the text. Ogle suggests that this categorization step be modeled by teachers as
they think aloud while categorizing. The last step in prereading involves the
students generating questions they want answered as they read. The anticipatory
categorization and the generation of questions help students to set purposes for
reading.
During reading it is suggested that, initially, the text be divided up by the
teacher into one or two paragraph segments. As students gain proficiency in
strategy use they should gradually assume more responsibility for the text division.
After reading each segment, students are to pause and monitor their
comprehension by checking questions that have been answered, noting new
information learned, and writing any new questions they may have.
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After reading, students discuss categories, what they have learned, and
generated questions. Students should be encouraged to seek information from
other sources to find the answers to questions that were unanswered in the text.
To promote independent use of strategies, it is suggested that instruction be
provided which gradually shifts responsibility from teachers to students. At first,
provide direction for the activity by modeling thought processes. Then provide
guidance and feedback to students as they become more proficient in use of the
strategies.
Sample Lesson; Know-Want-Learn

Objective: Students will demonstrate prereading strategies of activating
background knowledge, generating questions about the text, and predicting content
of the text.
Introduce the K-W-L activity by discussing the components of the process
(Know-Want-Learn) in the context that these are strategies effective readers use to
better comprehend. In this discussion, provide a direct teacher explanation of the
reading strategies of activating background knowledge, generating questions, and
predicting content of the text. Explain when, where, and why these strategies are
used. It should be explained that K-W-L is helpful when reading expository text,
not narrative text, and that it is used with any informative text that students need
to understand and recall. Divide the chalkboard into three columns with headings
of Know, Want, and Learn and write the word Categories midway down the
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first column. Distribute K-W-L worksheets and write the topic, electricity,
on the board.
First, model the reading strategy of activating background knowledge by
thinking aloud about the topic. In a large group, instruct students to activate
background knowledge by brainstorming what they know about the topic. Write
down student responses on the board under the first column. Then each student
records his/her individual ideas in the first column on the worksheet. Each
student's K-W-L worksheet will vary from the composite one on the board.
The information generated in brainstorming is then categorized. Look at
the ideas on the board and think aloud the process of categorization for one group
of words. For example, "I see dams and lightning. Both of those produce
electricity, so I can group them together. I can call this category, Electricity
Producers." Write the category name under the word categories and write a

single letter to represent the category beside the appropriate information in the
first column. Then ask students to look at the rest of the words and determine if
any share things in common. Sometimes students will come up with different
categories for the same information. The important thing is that students logically
explain the criteria used in categorizing.
Students categorize their own personal information and share their ideas
and categories for those ideas with other students. This is done in small groups or
as a large group so that individual students can use the background knowledge of
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others to build upon their own. The explanation of categories and criteria behind
those categories also allows students to observe the thinking processes of others.
In the last phase of prereading, model the reading strategies of generating
questions and predicting the content of the text. Ask students what questions they
had that they thought might be answered in the text. Record these questions on
the board under the second column. Students write individual questions down in
the second column of their worksheets.
Divide the text into one or two paragraph segments. After reading each
segment, students are to pause and monitor their comprehension by noting what is
learned in the third column, marking with an "X" the questions in the second
column that had been answered, and noting any new questions they may have.
Read aloud the first segment and model the process to be used by the students.
After reading, discuss individual responses students have written in the
third column and note these responses on the board. Also discuss questions and
answers that students have recorded on their individual worksheets. Direct
students with unanswered questions to the appropriate materials for further
follow-up.
Following, is a completed K-W-L sheet created for the topic of electricity.
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ELECTRICITY
Know
It can shock you. (D)
Dams create it. (P)
It powers irons. (R)
It involves wires. (H)
Lightning has it. (P)
It powers lights. (R)
You can get a short in it. (D)
It can make heat. (R)

Categories:
Dangers (D)
How it works (H)
Things it runs (R)
Electricity producers (P)

Learn

Want
How
How
How
How

does it work?
do people get shocked?
do shorts happen?
can I not be shocked?

(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)

It is electrons
moving. (H)
It flows in a
current. (H)
It flows easily in
conductors (H)
It doesn't flow
easily in
insulators. (H)
It flows in a circuit
- circle. (H)
Circuit breakers go
off because you
use too much
electricity. (H)
Don't use worn out
cords or use
pennies in
fuses. (D)
Don't use electricity
by water. (D)
Buy covers for plug
ins if you have
children. (D)

ReQuest
Description of the Activity:

ReOuest

The ReQuest procedure was originated by Manzo (1969) as a prereading
activity to help improve reading comprehension. In the procedure, the students
are instructed to read the first sentence. Teachers then close their books and the
students are instructed to ask teachers questions concerning the first sentence.
Teachers answer the questions to the best of their ability.
It is important to discuss what information was used to answer questions.
Some questions may not be able to be answered because they require outside
information. These types of questions should be acknowledged as valid questions
that may be answered later in the reading selection. Students need guidance to ask
a variety of questions.
The next sentence is read, the students close their books and teachers then
question the students about the sentence. The ReQuest procedure is continued
until students can predict and support their prediction of what will happen in the
rest of the selection. A variety of questions should be modeled. Manzo (1969)
suggests using the procedure over the first two or three paragraphs and modeling
questions of the following types:
1.

Immediate reference questions which are directly stated in the text.

2.

Common knowledge questions for which information regarding the
answers is generally known.
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3.

Related information questions for which there is not necessarily a
"correct" answer, but allows teacher/students to supply additional
information related to the text.

4.

Questions for which there is not a right or wrong answer but may
cross the reader's mind as he/she reads.

5.

Personalized questions which require an individualized response
from each student.

6.

Questions which are related but may require another reference to
answer.

7.

Questions which require translating the information into a different
form.

Sample Lesson:

ReOuest

Objective: Students will demonstrate the reading strategy of generating questions
regarding the text.
Provide a direct teacher explanation of the reading strategy of generating
questions about the text. Explain when, where, and why this strategy is used.
Model the strategy by reading the title of the text and thinking aloud the process
of generating questions about it.
Give directions for the activity by instructing students to silently read the
first sentence of the selection. Teachers then close their books and instruct the
students to ask them questions about the sentence. The information that was used
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to answer questions should be discussed. Not all questions may be able to be
answered as they may require further information.
Instruct students to read the second sentence and to close their books.
Proceed to question the students regarding the second sentence. Continue the
ReQuest procedure until the students can make a supported prediction of what the
rest of the selection will be about. Manzo (1969) suggests using the procedure
over the first two or three paragraphs.
Below are the first two paragraphs of a reading selection for which the
ReQuest procedure was used. Possible teacher generated questions reflect the
various types suggested by Manzo (1969).
Text:

The universe is the biggest thing we know.
Student generated questions:

What is the biggest thing we know?
How big is the universe?
Does the universe go on forever?
What shape is the universe?
Is the universe hot or cold?
Text:

It is simply everything--all matter and all space.
Teacher generated questions:

The universe is made up of what two things?
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What is meant by the word it in this sentence?
What is matter?
Why do you think a dash was used in this sentence?

Text:
If something is not in the universe, it doesn't exist physically anywhere,
because every part of space is part of the universe.

Student generated questions:
What does physically exist mean?
How do the authors know that the universe includes everything?
Every part of space is also a part of what?
Everything is a part of what?
Where does God or a higher being fit into the universe?

Text:
No one knows where the edge of the universe is; maybe it just goes on
forever.

Teacher generated questions:
Do we know where the edge of the universe is?
Do we know if there is an edge to the universe?
I wonder how far scientists have explored?
What things come to your mind when you think of the universe?
What pictures come to your mind?
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Text:

A galaxy is a group of stars in the universe.
Student generated questions:

What is a galaxy?
How many galaxies are there in the universe?
How do you determine which groups of stars are a galaxy?
How many stars are in a galaxy?
Text:

Our galaxy is called the Milky Way.
Teacher generated questions:

What is the relationship between a galaxy and the universe?
What is the name of our galaxy?
What is meant by the word our in this sentence?
What is the Milky Way?
What is the relationship between the Milky Way and the universe?
Have you seen the Milky Way or pictures of it? If so, what does it look
like? If not, what do you think it may look like?
Text:

It contains millions of stars grouped in a flat spiral pattern about 100,000
light-years across.
Student generated questions:

What is a flat spiral pattern? Can you draw a picture of one?
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How many stars are in the Milky Way?
How big is the Milky Way?
What is a light-year?
How big is a light-year?
Is the earth considered a star?
Text:

A light-year is a unit used to measure distance in space.
Teacher generated questions:

What unit is used to measure distance in space?
What are some units used to measure distance in our country?
I wonder what instrument is used to measure light-years?
I wonder how far a light-year is compared to miles?
Text:

One light-year is equal to about 6 trillion miles, a distance too large for
anyone to really imagine.
Student generated questions:

How many miles is one light-year?
Can you write out the number 6 trillion?
Can you figure out how many miles the Milky Way is across?
Teacher generated questions:

What questions do you hope will be answered in the rest of the selection?
What do you think you will read about in the rest of the selection? Why?
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Instruct students to read the rest of the selection in order to find the
answers to some of their questions and to see if their predictions of what the rest
of the selection contains are accurate.

Semantic Mapping
Description of the Activity: Semantic Mappin&
"Semantic mapping is a categorical structuring of information in graphic
form" (Johnson, Pittelman, and Heimlich, 1986, p. 779). As a prereading
activity, it allows students to activate and enhance prior knowledge of specific
topics, learn key vocabulary, and provides students with motivation to read the
selection. There are seven steps to the semantic mapping prereading activity
(Johnson, et al., 1986):
1.

Choose a word which represents the central topic of the reading
selection.

2.

Write the word on a chalkboard, large tablet, or transparency.

3.

Students brainstorm words related to the key word and the teacher
lists responses by categories around the key word.

4.

Students individually brainstorm and list responses by categories on
paper.

5.

Students orally share individual responses and add them to the class
semantic map categories.

6.

Students suggest labels for categories on class semantic map.

7.

Teacher and students discuss the semantic map, vocabulary, and
relationships between concepts.

Key vocabulary may be introduced by the students themselves during
brainstorming and discussion. If key vocabulary is not introduced by the students,
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introduce it in Step 7 by connecting and relating it to the prior knowledge of the
students as represented on the semantic map.
During and after reading the selection, students add information to their
individual semantic maps. These additions and the categories in which they were
placed should be discussed after reading. As a postreading activity, the completed
semantic maps can be used as structural guides for writing activities.
Sample Lesson; Semantic Ma,ppig

Objective: Students will demonstrate the prereading strategy of activating
background knowledge and will be introduced to key vocabulary about a topic.
Before the activity, read the selection and determine the central topic of the
selection. In this selection, the word which represents the central topic is drugs.
Also determine the key vocabulary in the selection. In this selection the key
vocabulary is hallucinations, psychological dependence, and physical dependence.
Introduce the activity by providing a direct teacher explanation of the
reading strategy of activating background knowledge. Explain when, where, and
why this strategy is used.
Write the central topic, drugs, in the middle of the chalkboard. Model the
process of activating background knowledge as you think aloud. For example,
"When I see the word drugs, I think of children using cocaine. I saw a show on
this last night. As I read, I may be able to relate some of the new information I
learn to what I learned from the show." Write the words children and cocaine on
the board. Ask students, "What words do you think of when you see the word
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drugs?" List student responses in categories around the central word, drugs.
Then instruct students to individually brainstorm and list words in categories to
create their own semantic maps. The individual semantic maps will vary from the
class semantic map. Discuss individual maps in small groups of 4-5 students.
Ask students if they have anything they would like to add to the class map. Add
student responses to the class map.
Pointing to a group of words on the class map, ask students, "What do all
of these words have in common? What would be a good label that describes the
words listed in this group?" Also ask students to explain the reasoning for their
choices. Depending on the abilities of the students, the teacher may have to guide
the students in this process by thinking aloud the process of categorization.
There is often much student-to-teacher and student-to-student interaction in
this phase. Through discussion and group consensus, the class semantic map is
refined. In the sample lesson, the class provided the label, addictive drugs, to the
list that contained the words marijuana, cocaine, alcohol, and heroin. While in
the process of categorizing the list containing the words ritalin, codeine, aspirin,
and sleeping pills a student initiated a discussion of the appropriateness of the
previously determined category label, addictive drugs, asserting that sleeping pills
are also addictive. After considerable discussion, the class refined the category
label from addictive drugs to harmful addictive drugs. They labeled the second
category, helpful drugs. Another student then said that because marijuana is
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sometimes used to relieve glaucoma, it should also be placed under the category
of helpful drugs.
Initiate a discussion of the semantic map. During the discussion, illustrate
relationships among concepts, clarify misconceptions, and introduce key
vocabulary. In this lesson, one of the key vocabulary words, hallucinations, was
introduced by a student during brainstorming and its meaning discussed.

The

teacher introduced the other key vocabulary words, physical dependence and

psychological dependence, by relating them to the word, addiction, which had
been previously discussed during brainstorming. Physical and psychological
dependence were discussed as types of addictions and added to the class map.
Instruct students to read the selection and to add information to their
individual maps during and after reading. After reading, ask students, "Do you
have any new information you would like to add to the class map?" Write this
information on the class map. Initially, teachers should model their thinking by
choosing where new information will be placed and explaining the reasoning
behind the placement. As students become more proficient, ask them where they
feel the information should be placed and to explain their reasoning behind the
placement.
A discussion of the text in comparison to the semantic maps can also be
facilitated. For example, did any new categories need to be created after reading
the selection? Which categories were discussed in the text? Which weren't? Did
the selection address the information you expected? Often the class semantic map
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reflects a broader range of knowledge (not necessarily more knowledge) about the
topic than what the reading selection emphasizes. In this lesson, the semantic map
categories of helpful drugs, places you find drugs, and people who do drugs were
not emphasized in the reading selection. As a postreading activity, students can
be guided to create class semantic maps which reflect the text structure. As
students gain proficiency, individual maps which reflect the text structure can be
created. Semantic maps can also be used as structural guides for writing
activities.
Following is the class semantic map created prior to reading a selection
about drugs.
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Harmful Addictive Drugs
cocaine
marijuana
heroin
alcohol
cigarettes
caffeine
LSD

Where You Find Drugs
schools
pharmacies
parties
pushers
parks

DRUGS

Results of Drugs
addiction
physical dependence
psychological dependence
reactions
hallucinations
withdrawal
better health

Helpful Drugs
ritalin
sleeping pills
aspirin
birth control
cough syrup

People Who Use Drugs
children
teens
grandparents
parents
friends
sick people

SQ3R
Description of the Activity; SQ3R
SQ3R is a reading and study technique developed by Robinson (1962).
The acronym SQ3R stands for survey, question, read, recite, and review. This
technique involves prereading, during reading, and postreading strategies. In the
prereading phases (survey, question) of SQ3R, students use the prereading
strategies of previewing, activating background knowledge, and self-questioning.
This activity is best adapted to reading material in which subject headings are
used.
The activity is comprised of five steps:
1. Survey: Students read the introductory sentences at the beginning of
the material, boldfaced headings, captions, and any questions at the end of the
material. The students are only to survey the material at this time and may
initially need to be given a time limit to prevent them from actually reading the
material during this step.
2. Question: Students are then asked to tum headings into questions.
Initially the teacher can model this procedure, guiding students until they become
proficient at devising questions themselves. Finding answers to these questions
then becomes students' purpose for reading.
3. Read: Students look at the first heading question and read down to the
next heading.
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4. Recite: Students then pause in their reading, look back at the heading
question for that section, and attempt to answer the question. This can be done as
a class or individually. Step 3 is then repeated by students reading the next
heading question and the next section of material. Then step 4 is repeated as
students pause and attempt to answer the question for that section.

This cycle is

repeated until all of the material has been read.

5. Review: After all of the material has been read, students go back to
the heading questions and see if they can answer them. If they are unable to
answer a question, they reread that section of the material.
Sample Lesson: S03R

Objective: Students will demonstrate the prereading strategies of previewing and
generating questions.
Select reading material that contains subject headings or headings in
boldface type. Introduce the activity by discussing its components: survey,
question, read, recite, and review. Also point out to students that this technique is
used to help read and study materials that contain subject headings or boldfaced
headings such as science or social studies, but that many of the strategies such as
previewing to activate background knowledge and self-questioning to set purposes
for reading are strategies that should be used when reading most materials.
Discuss what it means to survey and the strategies involved (previewing
and activating background knowledge). Provide a direct teacher explanation of
the strategies of previewing and activating background knowledge. Explain
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where, when, and why these strategies are used. Model what it means to survey
and explain the background knowledge the survey evokes. Following is a script
used in the sample lesson, "When I am given something to read, the first thing I
do is to survey it. I don't just start reading. I first look briefly through it reading
the headings, captions, and questions at the end. I do this to get my mind
thinking about the material I am going to read so that as I read, I can connect any
new information I read about to the information I already know. When I read the
title of this material, How Chemicals Combine: Getting Together, I think about
what I know about chemicals. I think of acids and pesticides which contain
chemicals. I also remember hearing about accidents that occurred when people
had combined the wrong chemicals. As you survey this material, think about
what you already know about the subject." Distribute the reading material and
instruct students to survey it by reading the introductory sentences, boldface
headings, captions, and questions at the end. Give the students a time limit of two
minutes to do this.
Provide a direct teachers explanation of the strategy of generating
questions. Explain where, when, and why this strategy is used. Then guide
students in the questioning procedure, asking them to change the headings into
questions that they think will be answered in that section. For the heading Simple

Matures, the question, "What is a simple mixture and what can you combine to
make one?" is generated. For the heading Solutions, the question, "What are
solutions and what can you combine to make them?" is generated. For the
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heading Compounds, the question, "What are compounds and what can you
combine to make them?" is generated.
Refer students to the question on simple mixtures and ask them to read that
section in order to determine the answer. After reading, ask students to discuss
the answer. Repeat the read and recite process for the sections on solutions and
simple compounds. After all of the material is read, ask students to answer the
questions in writing. If they are unsure of any answers, instruct them to reread
that particular section.

Asking Questions Which Elicit Questions
Description of the Activity; Askin& Questions Which Elicit Questions

Asking questions which elicit questions is an instructional activity
developed by Singer (1978) to promote active comprehension. The activity
emphasizes the reading strategy of generating questions before, during, and after
reading. In these questions, students set their purposes for reading.
Three concepts are necessary to guiding instruction in active
comprehension: modeling behavior, phase-out/phase-in strategy, and active
comprehension. Teachers should model generating questions from reading
material. Although modeling should occur in the activity, lessons should
gradually phase-out teacher posed questions and gradually phase-in student posed
questions. The objective of this activity is active comprehension. Singer
describes active comprehension as a " . . . continuous process of formulating and
searching for answers to questions before, during, and after reading" (1978, p.
904).
An instructional technique Singer recommends to teach active
comprehension involves asking students questions which elicit questions, not
answers. In the prereading phase of the activity, the teacher asks questions which
elicit questions regarding the title or introductory paragraphs of reading material.
The next section of material is read and previous questions discussed. This
procedure is then repeated throughout the remainder of the material. The teacher
provides model questions as appropriate throughout the activity.
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Sample Lesson: Askin& Questions Which Elicit Questions

Objective: Students will demonstrate the reading strategy of generating questions
before, during, and after reading.
Provide a direct teacher explanation of the strategy of generating questions
before, during, and after reading. Explain when, where, and why this strategy is
used. Below is an example of teacher and student generated questions resulting
from a lesson on active comprehension in which the teacher posed questions which
elicited student questions. The teacher models the reading strategy of generating
questions on the first segment of the text, the text title. As the lesson proceeds,
teacher modeling of questions is decreased. During the activity, an overhead
transparency of the reading material should be used. As the lesson proceeds,
uncover the appropriate segments of texts for students to read. The initial teacher
modeled questions and student questions should be written on the board as they
are suggested.
Uncover text title:

Scientists in the Spotlight: Marie and Pierre Curie
Teacher posed question:

What questions can you ask just from this title?
Teacher modeled questions:

What did Marie and Pierre study?
Who are Marie and Pierre Curie?
What made them famous scientists?
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Were Marie and Pierre related?
How were Marie and Pierre related?
Why is Marie's name first?
Uncover the f'll'St sentence of the text:

On November 7, 1867, Manya Sklodowska was born in Warsaw, Poland.
Teacher posed question:

From looking at the first line of the paragraph, what questions can you
ask?
Teacher modeled questions:

Who is Manya Sklodowska?
Was Manya part of a scientific experiment?
Student questions:

Was there something different about the way she was born?
Is there something special about the date she was born?
What was Poland like at that time?
Was Poland at war?
Who were her parents?
Were her parents famous?
Were her parents Marie and Pierre Curie?
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Uncover the remaining two sentences in the

rn-st paragraph:

Looking at the tiny infant, no one would have guessed that someday she
would become a famous scientist, the first person ever to receive two Nobel
prizes. Women did not become scientists in those days.
Teacher posed question:

From looking at the rest of the paragraph, what questions can you ask?
Teacher modeled questions:

What did Manya do to win two Nobel prizes?
How did Manya become a famous scientist?
Student questions:

What are Nobel prizes?
Was she the first woman to win a Nobel prize?
Is Manya Sklodowska Marie Curie?
Why did Manya change her name to Marie?
Why weren't women supposed to be scientists?
What things were women supposed to do at that time?
Teacher posed question:

What things do you want to know about Manya becoming a scientist?
Teacher modeled question:

What obstacles did Manya have to overcome to become a scientist?
Student questions:

Why did she decide to become a scientist?
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Did she get married and have a family?
Did men dislike her for becoming a scientist?
How did she learn to be a scientist?
Did she go to college?
Did someone special help her to be a scientist?
Did she stay in Poland to become a scientist?
Teacher posed question:

What questions do you have about Pierre and his relationship with Marie?
Student questions:

Who is Pierre?
Did he help Marie to become a famous scientist?
How did Marie meet Pierre?
Was Pierre a scientist before Marie?
Did Marie and Pierre work together as scientists?
How did Pierre feel about Marie being a scientist?
Did Pierre win a Nobel prize?
How did Pierre feel about Marie winning the Nobel prize?

The rest of the passage is uncovered. Students are then instructed to read
the rest of the passage to find answers to their questions. Students should also be
instructed to note any new questions they have as they read the material. After
students have read the text, discuss answers to questions and any new questions
which emerged as students read.

Group Competition Questioning Activity
Description of the Activity; Group Competition Questioning Activity
The group competition questioning activity is recommended by Singer
(1978) to promote active comprehension. Used as a prereading activity it involves
students in the prereading strategy of generating questions about the text. In these
unanswered questions, students also set their purposes for reading.
Three concepts guide instruction in active comprehension: modeling
behavior, phase-out/phase-in strategy, and active comprehension. Teachers should
generate questions providing a model for students. The phase-out/phase-in
strategy involves a gradual release of the responsibility for generating questions
from teacher to students during the activity. Teacher modeled questions are
gradually phased out as student generated questions are phased in. The goal of
this activity is active comprehension where students are actively engaged in the
process of learning from the text.
In the group competition activity, students are divided into two or three
teams. Each team reads the title and introductory paragraphs to a reading
selection. Team lists of questions about the remainder of the text are generated
and written on the blackboard. Each team then reads the remainder of the
selection to find answers to their generated questions. The activity does not
involve formal competition with rules and winners. Each team simply tries to
outdo the others at generating and answering questions.
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Sample Lesson: Group Competition Ouestionin& Activity
Objective: Students will demonstrate the prereading strategies of generating
questions about the text and setting purposes for reading.
Divide students into two teams and draw a line down the middle of the
chalkboard. Have each team select a student to act as a recorder to write
generated questions on the board. Provide a direct teacher explanation of the
reading strategy of generating questions from the text. Instruct students to read
the title and introductory paragraphs of the reading material:

CELLS: Life Comes in Small Packages

Did you know that you are made up of millions of tiny units
called cells? You are! In fact, every living thing is made up of
cells. Cells are so small that you can see them only through a
microscope; there are thousands of cells in just your little finger.
Some cells, like the ones in you, are part of larger, many-celled
beings. Other cells live on their own as one-celled creatures.
There are lots of different types of cells. A nerve cell in
your brain is very different from a muscle cell in your arm and
even more different from a cell in the trunk of an oak tree. Still,
there are some things that are alike in all cells.
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Model the strategy of generating questions by generating two questions. In
the interest of fairness, both are recorded for each team. Questions are numbered
as they are recorded so that the question numbers can be referred to in the
postreading discussion. Instruct students to brainstorm questions they think may
be answered in the remainder of the text. Team recorders write their team
generated questions on the board.
Instruct students to read the remainder of the reading material in order to
find answers to their questions. Discuss questions and answers. Ask the first
team to discuss one question they found answered in the text. Sometimes each
group has the same question, so ask the second team if they have a similar
question. If they do, ask if they have anything to add to the first team's response.
Often students are able to further elaborate on the other teams answer. Next, ask
the second team to discuss one question they found answered in the text.
Alternate between teams, continuing the discussion until all answered questions
are discussed. At times, students engage in lively debate regarding the accuracy
of answers. The acceptability of debatable answers is determined through group
consensus. Students should be referred to outside references to locate answers to
any questions that remain unanswered.
Below is a composite of both teams' generated questions. The questions
marked with an X are those in which the answers were found in the text and
discussed.
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1.

What is bacteria? Is it a cell? (Teacher modeled)

2.

Are all cells the same size? (Teacher modeled)

X

3.

What are cells made of/

X

4.

What do cells look like?

5.

What kind of a microscope do you need to see cells?

6.

What are some things we have learned by studying cells?

7.

Who first discovered cells?

8.

What other kinds of cells are there besides nerve, muscle and tree

X

cells?

X

9.

Do insects have cells?

X

10.

Do rocks have cells?

X

11.

What do cells do?

X

12.

What things do cells need to live?

X

13.

What is the most important part of a cell?

X

14.

In what ways are cells alike?

X

15.

In what ways are cells different?

16.

Where would you find a one-celled creature?

17.

Do cells grow larger as people grow larger?

18.

Do cells die? Why?

X

Content Directed Reading-Thinking Activity
Description of the Activity: Content Directed Readin&-Thinkin& Activity
Content Directed Reading-Thinking Activity (Content DR-TA) as described
by Haggard (1985) is an application of the Directed Reading-Thinking Activity
developed by Stauffer (1969). The activity requires students to activate prior
knowledge, predict ideas in the text, and read to confirm these ideas. The
Content DR-TA activity involves four steps:
1.

Activate background knowled~e. Allow 7-8 minutes for students to

list everything they know about a general topic. Students share responses in small
groups.
2.

Predict. Announce the specific topic of the reading material and

ask students to predict what responses they have listed that they might expect to
read about in the text. Students put checkmarks beside appropriate responses and
add any other ideas they think will be covered in the text. Students share
predictions in small groups and explain their reasoning behind their predictions.
3.

Confirm predictions. As the text is read, students are to put an X

by any responses they find in the text.
4.

Discuss. After the text is read, discuss the accuracy of predictions

by asking students to provide support for those predictions that were confirmed.
Also discuss any modifications that needed to be made to predictions and reasons
for discarding any predictions.
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Sample Lesson: Content Directed Readina:-Thinkina: Activity
Objective: Students will demonstrate the prereading strategies of activating
background knowledge and making and confirming predictions of the text.
Provide students with a direct teacher explanation of the reading strategy of
activating background knowledge. Write the general topic of the reading material
on the board. In this sample lesson, the general topic is stress. Model activating
background knowledge. For example, "When I think of stress, I think about how
stress makes me feel tense. I also think about my job being stressful." Allow
students 7-8 minutes to brainstorm everything they know about stress. Students
share responses in small groups of 3-4 students. Students then share responses in
a large group and responses are listed on the board.
Provide students with a direct teacher explanation of the reading strategies
of making and confirming predictions of the text. Write the specific topic on the
board. In this sample lesson, the title of the material, Stress and Wellness: The
Body-Brain Link, is used as the specific topic. Model making predictions of the

text. For example, "I'm going to look over what I had brainstormed earlier:
Stress makes me feel tense. I predict this will be discussed in the article because
it has to do with how my body feels. The title implies there is a connection
between your body and your brain in stress. The reading material may discuss
ways that your body feels stress. I also said that my job is stressful. I'm not sure
if this will be covered in the reading material. The title really doesn't give me
enough information to support making this prediction."
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Instruct students to place checkmarks beside any responses on their
brainstorm list that they feel will be addressed in the text. Students should also
add any new information they predict will be addressed. In small groups of 3-4,
students share predictions, new information, and their rationale behind their
predictions.
Direct students to read the rest of the reading material to determine if their
predictions were correct. Students mark an X beside previous responses that were
predicted to be in the text.
Discuss predictions. Model supporting predictions and connecting new
information. For example, "In the fourth paragraph it states that stress makes
your muscles tense up. It states that a chemical called adrenaline is what causes
your muscles to tense up and your heart to beat faster. " Model modifying
predictions. For example, "The material did not directly address jobs being
stressful, but it did describe other stressful situations like unpaid bills or troubles
with your kids. I didn't predict that the article would cover stressful situations."
In small groups students share confirmed predictions, supporting evidence, and
new information learned.

Think Sheet
Description of the Activity; Think

Sheet

The Think Sheet activity is described by Clewell and Haidemos (1983). It
involves students in the prereading strategy of making predictions about the text.
Determining the accuracy of predictions becomes the students' purpose for
reading.
The activity has five steps:
1. Select a specific chapter or section of a textbook.
2. List all headings and subheadings, leaving spaces between each. If no
subheadings are used, list phrases for the first sentences in each
section.
3. In pairs, students discuss what information they think will be included
in each section. Students record predictions on think sheets.
4. Students read the material to determine the accuracy of their
predictions.
5. Students meet with original partner to discuss and revise predictions
based upon information encountered in the text.
Sample Lesson: Think Sheet

Objective: Students will demonstrate the prereading strategy of making
predictions about the text.
Select the reading material and write down the title and subtitles, leaving
space between each. In this sample lesson, the title, Weather: What's It
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Like Outside? and the subtitles, Air Pressure, Wind, Clouds, and
Precipitation were listed for the Think Sheets.
Provide a direct explanation of the reading strategy of making predictions.
Explain when, where, and why this strategy is used. Distribute prepared Think
Sheets and divide students into pairs. Model the strategy of making predictions
about the text by making a prediction based upon the title of the material. For
example, "In looking over the title of the selection, I think that the authors may
discuss different kinds of weather. " Ask students to discuss what information
they think will be included in the overall selection and in each subsection based
upon the title and subtitles. Instruct students to record responses in the
appropriate spaces on the think sheets.
Tell students that as they read the selection they are to determine the
accuracy of their predictions. After reading, students meet with original partners
to discuss and revise predictions based upon information encountered in the
material.
Following is a completed Think Sheet produced from this sample lesson:

Weather: What's It Like Outside? (title)
There are different kinds of weather. (original teacher modeled prediction)
Air pressure, wind, clouds, and precipitation make the kinds of weather we
have. (revised response)
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Air Pressure (subtitle)
Air pressure affects the weather. (original student prediction)
Air pressure can affect weather and can be used to predict weather.
(revised response)

Wind (subtitle)
What causes wind. (original student prediction)
When the temperature changes, it causes air to move. Warm air rises and
cold air stays close to the ground. (revised response)

Clouds (subtitle)
Clouds can cause rain or snow. (original student prediction)
There are different kinds of clouds: cirrus, cumulus, and stratus. (revised
response)

Precipitation (subtitle)
Precipitation is something that affects weather. (original student
prediction)
Precipitation is any kind of water that comes from the sky. Rain, snow,
sleet, hail, and dew are precipitation. (revised response)

Text used in sample lessons is reprinted by permission:
~Copyright 1988 by Contemporary Books, Inc.
All rights reserved.
Reprinted by permission.
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Chapter V
Summary, Conclusions, Recommendations
Summary
The purpose of this project was to compile a selection of prereading
metacognitive activities which would enhance reading comprehension in content
materials. Through a review of the literature, criteria for activity selection were
developed. Descriptions of the activities and sample lessons were presented in the
project. These prereading metacognitive activities were designed for use by
content area teachers at the post-elementary level and were designed to promote
prereading strategy awareness and use by students.
The literature review summarized educators' changing views of reading
instruction, moving from earlier product emphasis to the current process emphasis
expressed by most in the reading field. Metacognition, thinking about and
monitoring one's own thinking and comprehension processes was reviewed and
supported as one of the most important strategies available to teachers of content
reading. Despite the changes and newer concepts for teaching content area
reading, instructional practices in the classroom have for years, lagged behind
more current theory and practices (Irwin & Connors, 1989).
Conclusions
The following was concluded:
1.

Metacognition is an effective instructional strategy for content area

teachers to use to enhance student reading comprehension.
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2.

The use of direct teacher explanation is an essential component of

metacognitive strategy instruction. The use of direct teacher explanation enhances
strategy awareness and use.
3.

In content area classrooms, reading skills and strategies should not

be taught in isolation from the material being covered, but rather with it.
Recommendations
The following is recommended:
1.

In order to enhance reading comprehension, content area teachers

should adapt the activities presented in this project for use in their classrooms.
Sample lessons should be used as guides for adapting the activities to the
particular content materials of classrooms.
2.

The use of direct teacher explanation should be included in each

activity to enhance student understanding of the reading process. In using the
activities in the classroom, the researcher observed that direct teacher explanation
provided the students with the vocabulary used to describe the reading process and
appeared to enhance student strategy awareness and use.
3.

Content area teachers should utilize a variety of metacognitive

activities in their classrooms. Although a selection of prereading metacognitive
activities was presented in this project, the researcher recommends that content
teachers seek out other prereading metacognitive activities as well. Content area
teachers should use the criteria developed for this project to guide their activity
selections.
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